Researchers and Authors Needed!

Do you enjoy discovering the creative ways people solved problems of the past?
Do you like uncovering the amazing innovations that have taken place on campus?
Do you enjoy using primary documents for research and being able to hold those documents in your own hands?
Do you want to practice writing for public audiences?
Do you want to be able to see your work published shortly after you have written it?
Do you like to pick your own topics and make your own hours?

Then come work with us and write an exhibit or two for the Illinois Distributed Museum!

The Illinois Distributed Museum (IDM) is seeking content authors for their exhibits. All students, faculty and staff are welcome to be authors. IDM highlights innovations from Illinois on a digital platform. These innovations cover a range of topics including animal science, engineering, music, linguistics, astronomy and many more! There are topics for all interests. Check out https://distributedmuseum.illinois.edu/

Contact Kristen Allen at klallen3@illinois.edu; 217-333-0798
Or
Stop by the University Archives if interested.
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